IN: Discuss how the role of
DNA has affected each fish.

But first…. Where are we on our biological
scale?
Organism
Cell
Nucleus
Chromosome
Gene
DNA
Nucleotide

DNA

What is deoxyribonucleic acid and
why is it important?

I. Cells and DNA
A. Every living organism is made of one or more
cells containing nucleic acids in the form of
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) and RNA
(ribonucleic acid)
B. All organisms (except bacteria) house their
DNA in the nuclei of every cell.
C. 2 main types of cells:
a. Prokaryotic =DNA NOT
in a nucleus

b. Eukaryotic– has a nucleus

with DNA

II. Why is DNA important?

Bacteria are prokaryotic.

Everything else – plants,
animals, fungi, and
protists are eukaryotic.

A. DNA contains
the instructions
for how the
cells of all living
things construct
proteins.
B. DNA contains
genes = specific
locations on
DNA
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C. Genes code
for proteins.

(structural, enzymatic,

(physical,
D. Proteins
determine traits

hormonal)

metabolic, control growth &
development)

III. How is DNA important?

A. DNA is universal – nucleotides are
the same in all organisms; just in
different orders
B. Medical, biotechnology and genetic
engineering benefits(cures for
diseases, understanding cancer and
birth defects, genetic testing,
production of desired products like
Insulin)
C. Better food crops (?) GMO’s are
genetically modified organisms
(usually food); taste better, grow larger
D. CSI – DNA provides the evidence to
prove a criminal’s involvement in a
crime

IV. History of the Structure of DNA
A. Rosalind Franklin
a) Produced X-ray diffraction photograph
of DNA.
b) Showed that: DNA is a

double helix.

B. James Watson & Francis Crick (1953)
a) Used (stole) Franklin’s photo to build
DNA model => double helix of repeating
nucleotide monomers
b) Won Nobel Prize in 1962 for their model of
DNA.
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Setting DNA history straight…

V. The Structure of DNA
A. The double helix is made of nucleotides.

B. Nucleotides have three parts:
a. Deoxyribose Sugar
b. Phosphate Group
c. Nitrogen Base (4 kinds)
C. Two types of nucleotides
a. Purines = Adenine (A) & Guanine (G)
b. Pyrimadines =
Thymine (T) & Cytosine (C)

D. Sugar-phosphate
molecules on
outside of ladder;
paired bases on inside
E. Purines paired to
pyrimidines

A hydrogen bonds to T
b. G hydrogen bonds to C
a.

Hint:
• Apple in the Tree
(A bonds with T)
• Car in the Garage
(C bonds with G)
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OUT:

Explain this cartoon as if you
were speaking to someone who has
not studied DNA.

Biotechnology: Replacing Body Parts

stop

How do we describe DNA?
What must DNA do before new cells are
made?

I. DNA as Genes, Chromatin and Chromosomes

B. Genes = pieces of DNA that hold the

A. A single DNA strand holds the genes to
build many different proteins.

information to build ONE type of protein; a
chromosome has many genes
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Analogy
• Chromosomes
are like phone
books because
chromosomes
have many genes
just like phone
books have many
phone numbers .

C. In non-dividing

Analogy
• Genes are like phone
numbers because
genes hold the
information to build
one specific protein
just like phone
numbers hold the
information to call
one specific place

799-1450
calls only
Palo Verde
High School

Diagram a Nucleosome

cells, DNA is called
chromatin.
a.Thin, twisted
threads of DNA
b.Uncoiled DNA
tightly wrapped
around histones
(special proteins)

Draw and label an example of
Chromatin

D. In dividing cells, strands of DNA are called

chromosomes.
a. Rod-like structures

b. Seen when chromatin
shortens and thickens
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Diagram a chromosome with genes

II. DNA Replication
A. Process of producing two identical copies

Freckles

of DNA from one original DNA molecule.
B. Must occur before cells can divide

No webbed feet

Short Bones
Ear wax gene

C. Begins at a specific
sequence of nucleotides
D. DNA is unzipped by DNA
Helicase enzyme.
E. Helicase breaks the
hydrogen bonds between
nitrogen bases.
F. Free floating nucleotides
bind with
complementary bases.

G. DNA polymerase enzyme
catalyzes the linking of sugar
and phosphates
H. Results in two

new strands of DNA

III. Replication Errors Do Occur
A. Ability to mutate is requirement for genetic
material… (enhances genetic variation)
B. Only one error per billion nucleotides.

I. Each new DNA molecule
has one old and one

new strand
J. Special Enzymes
“proofread” and repair any
mistakes
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Paper Clip Activity
• IN or OUT ????
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